CUSPIDOR
NOTE: Mounting screws installed with cuspidor hub,
canister and decorative cover during clean water system
installation if cuspidor was ordered with an FE model.

FIG. 1: CUSPIDOR HUB INSTALL
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STEP 1: Install cuspidor clamp assembly onto control post
(FIG 1).
STEP 2: Insert the cuspidor bushing into hub (FIG. 2).

ALERT SYMBOL KEY

STEP 3: Insert cuspidor arm into bushing; route drain
tubing out the bottom and through the hole in the Forest
flat chair adapter.

The safety notices associated with the following should be
given special attention when they appear in maintenance,
operating and emergency procedures in the guide.

STEP 4: Cover the drain tubing with spiral flex tubing and
secure at the utility center.

WARNING indicates that the personal safety of the
patient, end user or technician could be compromised
by disregarding the WARNING. Not following instructions may result in an injury.

9.625
SEE ORIENTATION

NOTE: The cuspidor umbilical runs separate from the
doctors unit umbilical.

NOTE: See last page for
routing touchpad cable.

STEP 5: Install the cuspidor bowl, strainer, spouts, and cup
holder.

CAUTION indicates that a particular procedure or
precaution must be followed to avoid system
irregularity or possible damage to the product.
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NOTE indicates special information to improve the
ease of maintaining the product, or to clarify important
information.
CAUTION: Field modifications that alter the electrical
and/or mechanical safety of Forest TM products conflict
with agency construction file requirements and are not
sanctioned by Forest.

FIG. 1:
LIGHT

NOTE: Installation Verification: Refer to Operator’s Guide
and perform all operations. If operations performing
as intended installation complete. If operations not
performing as intended, review steps in installation
instructions to confirm correct installation or call
Technical Support at 800-423-3555.

BUSING

Tools Required: 5/32”, 3/16”, 5/64”, 1/8” Hex Key and
Bubble Level.
LIGHT
POST

NOTE: If installing a monitor assembly, refer to the Monitor
Mount Installation Instruction.

LIGHT ONLY NO CONTROL HEAD
STEP 1: Insert light post into chair adapter hub (FIG. 1).
STEP 2: Level post using a bubble level and the leveling
screws in the chair adapter hub. Tighten screws securely.
STEP 3: Insert light bushing in the post.

ALL OTHER
TUBINGS

STEP 4: Insert light into bushing while routing the light
cable down through the post and out the bottom to the
power supply.
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FIG. 1:

DOCTORS DELIVERY UNIT

CONTROL HEAD

NOTE: For umbilical connection refer to the utility center
installation instruction and schematic.

LIGHT POST ASSEMBLY

FIG. 1:

STEP 1: Install the light post and clamp assembly
onto the unit control control post using the orientation
illustration for configuration reference. Tighten screws
securely (FIG. 1).

STEP 1: Insert unit control post into chair adapter hub
(FIG. 1).
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STEP 3: Insert the control head arm into the post proceeded
by the nylon washer and trim ring.
STEP 4: Route unit umbilical through the control post to the
utility center.

BUSHING

STEP 2: Insert light bushing in the post.

TRIM RING

STEP 2: Level post using a buble level and the leveling
screws in the chair adapter hub. Tighten screws securely.
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STEP 3: Insert light into bushing while routing the light
cable down through the post and out the bottom as well
as into the unit control post and out the bottom.
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STEP 4: Proceed to step 3 under the clean water
system section on page 2 to conceal unit umbilical
and light cable if assistants telescoping arm was not
ordered.

UNIT CONTROL POST

CHAIR ADAPTER

NOTE: If light and post assembly were ordered
without doctors delivery unit, spiral flex tubing is
not included.

NOTE: See last page for
routing touchpad cable.

NOTE: If an assistants telescoping arm was
ordered, skip step 4 and proceed to assistants
telescoping arm below.
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NOTE: If light post was ordered, install the light post
clamp prior to the clean water clamp.
STEP 1: Install the clean water system onto the unit control
post (FIG. 2).
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FIG. 2:

NOTE: Clean water system & hole should be facing toe
end of chair.

UNIT CONTROL POST

STEP 2: Route the tubing through and down the unit control
post to the utility center.

ASSISTANT’S TELESCOPING ARM

FIG. 1:

NOTE: Mounting screws installed with cuspidor hub,
canister and decorative cover during clean water system
installation if cuspidor was ordered with an FE model.
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NOTE: If the unit-mounted touchpad option was
ordered, route the cable under the chair adapter to the
chair board and connect.

STEP 1: Insert telescoping arm links 1/2” pin into hole on
top of clamp assembly (FIG. 1).

STEP 3: Cover the umbilical with spiral flex tubing and
secure using the umbilical ring under the post and cuffs at
the utility center.
NOTE: If a light and/or assistants telescoping arm was
ordered, skip step 3 and proceed to page 3.
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STEP 2: Route the drain tubing into the unit control post
through the slot and out the bottom of post.
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STEP 3: Attach HVE(s) and saliva ejector tubing to canister
ports under the decorative cover.
STEP 4: Hang Syringe, HVE(s) and saliva ejector in the
holder.

TOUCHPAD
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LEVELING
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NOTE: Level telescoping arm if drifting occurs.
LIGHT

UMBILICAL
CUFFS
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SPIRAL
FLEX
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STEP 5: Proceed to step 3 under the clean water system
section to conceal the unit umbilical, drain tubing and light
cable (if applicable).

UMBILICAL
RING

NOTE: If assistants telescoping arm was ordered
without doctors delivery unit, skip step 5 and route
drain tubing to the utility center.
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